Methods for large data volumes from confocal scanning laser microscopy of lung.
Confocal scanning laser microscopy makes it possible to obtain series of optical sections in precise registration. Certain studies of lung parenchyma, however, require both the fine resolution obtainable with high-numerical-aperture (NA) objectives and the extensive fields of view that usually would be achieved only with low-NA objectives. This article presents a technique that resolves this conflict by using a sequence of operations: (i) to correct intensity variations on individual sections due to non-uniform illumination/detection characteristics of the microscope; (ii) to correct intensity variations between successive sections in a series due to, for example, depth-related absorption or step changes in detector sensitivity; (iii) to adjust adjacent, overlapping stacks of sections to a common intensity level; and (iv) to fuse a group of such overlapping stacks into a single series of larger sections. This resulting stack may contain, for example, a complete cross-section of an alveolar ductal unit about 500 microns or more in diameter at about 1-micron pixel resolution.